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A golden age for NLU
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Artificial assistants
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Translation

Interrogé sur le sujet, un responsable de l’administration

américaine a répondu: “les Etats-Unis ne mènent pas de

surveillance électronique visant les sièges de la Banque

mondiale et du FMI à Washington”.
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Image captioning
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Watson wins Jeopardy (2011)
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Natural Language Inference (NLI)

Premise Relation Hypothesis

A turtle danced. entails A turtle moved.

Every reptile danced. neutral A turtle ate.

Some turtles walk. contradicts No turtles move.
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Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)
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MultiNLI
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“Superhuman” performance on other tasks

• NIST 2000 Switchboard Speech Recognition

• English-to-German WMT19 News Translation

• Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)

• General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE)

• . . .
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A peek behind the curtain
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The promise of artificial assistants

You: Any good burger joints around
here?

Siri: I found a number of burger
restaurants near you.

You: Hmm. How about tacos?
Apple: [Siri remembers that you asked

about restaurants. so it will look for
Mexican restaurants in the
neighborhood. And Siri is proactive,
so it will question you until it finds
what you’re looking for.]
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SIRI on The Colbert Show

Colbert: For the love of God, the cameras
are on, give me something?

Siri: What kind of place are you looking
for? Camera stores or churches?
[. . . ]

Colbert: I don’t want to search for anything!
I want to write the show!

Siri: Searching the Web for “search for
anything. I want to write the
shuffle.”
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Translation: Garbage in, fluent text out?
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Image captioning
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Watson gets confused

• Answer: Grasshoppers eat it.
• Watson: kosher
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Two perspectives
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Adversarial testing
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Standard evaluations

1. Create a dataset from a single process.

2. Divide the dataset into disjoint train and test sets, and
set the test set aside.

3. Develop a system on the train set.

4. Only after all development is complete, evaluate the
system on the test set.

5. Report the results as providing an estimate of
the system’s capacity to generalize.
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Adversarial evaluations

1. Create a dataset by whatever means you like.

2. Develop and assess the system using that dataset,
according to whatever protocols you choose.

3. Develop a new test dataset of examples that you
suspect or know will be challenging given your system
and the original dataset.

4. Only after all system development is complete, evaluate
the systems on the new test dataset.

5. Report the results as providing an estimate of the
system’s capacity to generalize.
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NLI adversarial testing

Premise Relation Hypothesis

A turtle danced. entails A turtle moved.

Every reptile danced. neutral A turtle ate.

Some turtles walk. contradicts No turtles move.
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NLI adversarial testing

Premise Relation Hypothesis

Train A little girl kneeling
in the dirt crying.

entails A little girl is very sad.

Adversarial

entails A little girl is very
unhappy.

Train
An elderly couple are
sitting outside a
restaurant, enjoying
wine.

entails A couple drinking wine.

Adversarial

neutral A couple drinking
champagne.
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‘Breaking NLI’ data

One-word changes to SNLI hypotheses using structured
resources; labels separately validated by crowdworkers.

Category Examples

antonyms 1147
synonyms 894
cardinals 759
nationalities 755
drinks 731
antonyms_wordnet 706
colors 699
ordinals 663
countries 613
rooms 595
materials 397
vegetables 109
instruments 65
planets 60

Contradiction 7,164
Entailment 982
Neutral 47

Total 8,193
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Evaluations

653

Model Train set SNLI test set New test set �

Decomposable Attention
(Parikh et al., 2016)

SNLI 84.7% 51.9% -32.8
MultiNLI + SNLI 84.9% 65.8% -19.1

SciTail + SNLI 85.0% 49.0% -36.0

ESIM (Chen et al., 2017)
SNLI 87.9% 65.6% -22.3

MultiNLI + SNLI 86.3% 74.9% -11.4
SciTail + SNLI 88.3% 67.7% -20.6

Residual-Stacked-Encoder
(Nie and Bansal, 2017)

SNLI 86.0% 62.2% -23.8
MultiNLI + SNLI 84.6% 68.2% -16.8

SciTail + SNLI 85.0% 60.1% -24.9

WordNet Baseline - - 85.8% -
KIM (Chen et al., 2018) SNLI 88.6% 83.5% -5.1

Table 3: Accuracy of various models trained on SNLI or a union of SNLI with another dataset (MultiNLI,
SciTail), and tested on the original SNLI test set and the new test set.

We chose models which are amongst the best
performing within their approaches (excluding en-
sembles) and have available code. All models
are based on pre-trained GloVe embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014), which are either fine-tuned
during training (RESIDUAL-STACKED-ENCODER

and ESIM) or stay fixed (DECOMPOSABLE AT-
TENTION). All models predict the label using a
concatenation of features derived from the sen-
tence representations (e.g. maximum, mean), for
example as in Mou et al. (2016). We use the rec-
ommended hyper-parameters for each model, as
they appear in the provided code.

With External Knowledge. We provide a sim-
ple WORDNET BASELINE, in which we classify
a sentence-pair according to the WordNet relation
that holds between the original word wp and the
replaced word wh. We predict entailment if wp is
a hyponym of wh or if they are synonyms, neutral
if wp is a hypernym of wh, and contradiction if wp

and wh are antonyms or if they share a common
hypernym ancestor (up to 2 edges). Word pairs
with no WordNet relations are classified as other.

We also report the performance of KIM

(Knowledge-based Inference Model, Chen et al.,
2018), an extension of ESIM with external knowl-
edge from WordNet, which was kindly provided
to us by Qian Chen. KIM improves the attention
mechanism by taking into account the existence
of WordNet relations between the words. The lex-
ical inference component, operating over pairs of
aligned words, is enriched with a vector encoding
the specific WordNet relations between the words.

4.2 Experimental Settings

We trained each model on 3 different datasets: (1)
SNLI train set, (2) a union of the SNLI train set

and the MultiNLI train set, and (3) a union of the
SNLI train set and the SciTail train set. The mo-
tivation is that while SNLI might lack the training
data needed to learn the required lexical knowl-
edge, it may be available in the other datasets,
which are presumably richer.

4.3 Results
Table 3 displays the results for all the models on
the original SNLI test set and the new test set. De-
spite the task being considerably simpler, the drop
in performance is substantial, ranging from 11 to
33 points in accuracy. Adding MultiNLI to the
training data somewhat mitigates this drop in ac-
curacy, thanks to almost doubling the amount of
training data. We note that adding SciTail to the
training data did not similarly improve the perfor-
mance; we conjecture that this stems from the dif-
ferences between the datasets.

KIM substantially outperforms the other neural
models, demonstrating that lexical knowledge is
the only requirement for good performance on the
new test set, and stressing the inability of the other
models to learn it. Both WordNet-informed mod-
els leave room for improvement: possibly due to
limited WordNet coverage and the implications of
applying lexical inferences within context.

5 Analysis

We take a deeper look into the predictions of the
models that don’t employ external knowledge, fo-
cusing on the models trained on SNLI.

5.1 Accuracy by Category
Table 4 displays the accuracy of each model per
replacement-word category. The neural models
tend to perform well on categories which are fre-
quent in the training set, such as colors, and badly
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Transformer-based models BERT, ROBERTa, ELECTRA, XLNet, . . .

The 1 Rock 2 rules 3
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ROBERTa evaluation

KmHiBMHBn;HQ+FM2`n�/p2`b�`B�Hn`Q#2`i�

J�`+? kj- kyky

(R), BKTQ`i MHB- Qb- iQ`+?
7`QK bFH2�`MXK2i`B+b BKTQ`i +H�bbB7B+�iBQMn`2TQ`i

(k), O �p�BH�#H2 7`QK ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKf"Al@LGSf"`2�FBM;nLGA,
#`2�FBM;nMHBnb`+n7BH2M�K2 4 QbXT�i?XDQBMU]XXfM2r@/�i�f/�i�f/�i�b2iXDbQMH]V
`2�/2` 4 MHBXLGA_2�/2`U#`2�FBM;nMHBnb`+n7BH2M�K2V

(j), 2tb 4 (UU2tXb2Mi2M+2R- 2tXb2Mi2M+2kV- 2tX;QH/nH�#2HV 7Q` 2t BM `2�/2`X`2�/UV)

(9), sni2binbi`- vni2bi 4 xBTU 2tbV

(8), KQ/2H 4 iQ`+?X?m#XHQ�/U^TviQ`+?f7�B`b2[^- ^`Q#2`i�XH�`;2XKMHB^V
n 4 KQ/2HX2p�HUV

lbBM; +�+?2 7QmM/ BM flb2`bf+;TQiibfX+�+?2fiQ`+?f?m#fTviQ`+?n7�B`b2[nK�bi2`

(e), sni2bi 4 (KQ/2HX2M+Q/2U 2tV 7Q` 2t BM sni2binbi`)

(d), T`2/nBM/B+2b 4 (KQ/2HXT`2/B+iU^KMHB^- 2tVX�`;K�tUV 7Q` 2t BM sni2bi)

(3), iQnbi` 4 &y, ^+QMi`�/B+iBQM^- R, ^M2mi`�H^- k, ^2Mi�BHK2Mi^'

(N), T`2/b 4 (iQnbi`(+XBi2KUV) 7Q` + BM T`2/nBM/B+2b)

(Ry), T`BMiU+H�bbB7B+�iBQMn`2TQ`iUvni2bi- T`2/bVV

T`2+BbBQM `2+�HH 7R@b+Q`2 bmTTQ`i

+QMi`�/B+iBQM yXNN yXNd yXN3 dRe9
2Mi�BHK2Mi yX3e RXyy yXNk N3k

M2mi`�H yXR8 yXR8 yXR8 9d

�++m`�+v yXNd 3RNj
K�+`Q �p; yXed yXdR yXe3 3RNj

r2B;?i2/ �p; yXNd yXNd yXNd 3RNj

R

The earlier adversaries didn’t get above 0.75 accuracy!
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Adversarial NLI

A direct response to adversarial test failings *NLI datasets:

1. The annotator is presented with a premise sentence and
a condition (entailment, contradiction, neutral).

2. The annotator writes a hypothesis.

3. A state-of-the-art model makes a prediction about the
premise–hypothesis pair.

4. If the model’s prediction matches the condition, the
annotator returns to step 2 to try again.

5. If the model was fooled, the premise–hypothesis pair is
independently validated by other annotators.
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Adversarial NLI results

Model Data A1 A2 A3 ANLI ANLI-E SNLI MNLI-m/-mm

BERT

S,M?1 00.0 28.9 28.8 19.8 19.9 91.3 86.7 / 86.4
+A1 44.2 32.6 29.3 35.0 34.2 91.3 86.3 / 86.5
+A1+A2 57.3 45.2 33.4 44.6 43.2 90.9 86.3 / 86.3
+A1+A2+A3 57.2 49.0 46.1 50.5 46.3 90.9 85.6 / 85.4
S,M,F,ANLI 57.4 48.3 43.5 49.3 44.2 90.4 86.0 / 85.8

XLNet S,M,F,ANLI 67.6 50.7 48.3 55.1 52.0 91.8 89.6 / 89.4

RoBERTa

S,M 47.6 25.4 22.1 31.1 31.4 92.6 90.8 / 90.6
+F 54.0 24.2 22.4 32.8 33.7 92.7 90.6 / 90.5
+F+A1?2 68.7 19.3 22.0 35.8 36.8 92.8 90.9 / 90.7
+F+A1+A2?3 71.2 44.3 20.4 43.7 41.4 92.9 91.0 / 90.7
S,M,F,ANLI 73.8 48.9 44.4 53.7 49.7 92.6 91.0 / 90.6

Table 3: Model Performance. ‘Data’ refers to training dataset (‘S’ refers to SNLI, ‘M’ to MNLI dev (-m=matched,
-mm=mismatched), and ‘F’ to FEVER); ‘A1–A3’ refer to the rounds respectively. ‘-E’ refers to test set examples
written by annotators exclusive to the test set. Datasets marked ‘?n’ were used to train the base model for round n,
and their performance on that round is underlined.

data is likely to be more interesting, but also simply
because the base model is better and so annotation
took longer to collect good, verified correct exam-
ples of model vulnerabilities.

For each round, we report the model error rate,
both on verified and unverified examples. The un-
verified model error rate captures the percentage
of examples where the model disagreed with the
writer’s target label, but where we are not (yet) sure
if the example is correct. The verified model error
rate is the percentage of model errors from example
pairs that other annotators were able to confirm the
correct label for. Note that this error rate represents
a straightforward way to evaluate model quality:
the lower the model error rate—assuming constant
annotator quality and context-difficulty—the better
the model.

We observe that model error rates decrease as
we progress through rounds. In Round 3, where
we included a more diverse range of contexts
from various domains, the overall error rate went
slightly up compared to the preceding round, but
for Wikipedia contexts the error rate decreased sub-
stantially. While for the first round roughly 1 in
every 5 examples were verified model errors, this
quickly dropped over consecutive rounds, and the
overall model error rate is less than 1 in 10. On
the one hand, this is impressive, and shows how far
we have come with just three rounds. On the other
hand, it shows that we still have a long way to go
if even untrained annotators can fool ensembles of
state-of-the-art models with relative ease.

Table 2 also reports the average number of
“tries”, i.e., attempts made for each context until a
model error was found (or the number of possible

tries is exceeded), and the average time this took
(in seconds). Again, these metrics represent a use-
ful way to evaluate model quality. We observe that
the average tries and average time per verified error
both go up as we progress through the rounds. The
numbers clearly demonstrate that the rounds are
getting increasingly more difficult.

4 Results

Table 3 reports the main results. In addition to
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019b), we also include XLNet (Yang et al.,
2019) as an example of a strong, but different,
model architecture. We show test set performance
on the ANLI test sets per round, the total ANLI test
set, and the exclusive test subset (examples from
test-set-exclusive workers). We also show accuracy
on the SNLI test set and the MNLI development
(for the purpose of comparing between different
model configurations across table rows) set. In
what follows, we briefly discuss our observations.

Base model performance is low. Notice that the
base model for each round performs very poorly on
that round’s test set. This is the expected outcome:
For round 1, the base model gets the entire test set
wrong, by design. For rounds 2 and 3, we used an
ensemble, so performance is not necessarily zero.
However, as it turns out, performance still falls
well below chance, indicating that workers did not
find vulnerabilities specific to a single model, but
generally applicable ones for that model class.

Rounds become increasingly more difficult.
As already foreshadowed by the dataset statistics,
round 3 is more difficult (yields lower performance)
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Coursework
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High-level summary

Topics

1. Vector-space models
2. Sentiment analysis
3. Relation extraction
4. NLI
5. Grounding
6. Contextual word

representations
7. Adversarial testing
8. Methods and metrics

Assignments/bake-offs

1. Word similarity
2. Relation extraction with

distant supervision
3. Word-level entailment
4. Generating color

descriptions in context

Final projects

1. Literature review
2. Experiment protocol
3. Short video presentation
4. Final paper
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Assignments and bake-offs

1. Each assignment culminates in a bake-off: an informal
competition in which you enter your original model.

2. The assignments ask you to build baseline systems to
inform your own model design, and to build your original
model.

3. Winning bake-off entries earn extra credit.

4. Rationale for all this: exemplify best practices for NLU
projects. (Let us know where we’re not living up to this!)
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Assign/Bake-off: Word-level entailment

Train
turtle animal 1
turtle desk 0
ingredient element 1
pain joint 0

...

Test
dog mammal 1
grenade cycling 0

...

Train and test have disjoint vocabs.
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Assign/Bake-off: Word-level entailment
rQ`/2Mi�BHnKQ/2H

CmM2 jy- kyky

(R), BKTQ`i MmKTv �b MT
BKTQ`i iQ`+?XMM �b MM
7`QK iQ`+?nb?�HHQrnM2m`�Hn+H�bbB7B2` BKTQ`i hQ`+?a?�HHQrL2m`�H*H�bbB7B2`
BKTQ`i miBHb

(k), /27 ;HQp2np2+UrV,
]]]_2im`M <r<^b :HQo2 `2T`2b2Mi�iBQM B7 �p�BH�#H2- 2Hb2 `2im`M
� `�M/QK p2+iQ`X]]]
`2im`M :GPo1X;2iUr- miBHbX`�M/p2+Ur- M48yVV

(j), /27 p2+n+QM+�i2M�i2Um- pV,
]]]*QM+�i2M�i2 MTX�``�v BMbi�M+2b <m< �M/ <p< BMiQ � M2r MTX�``�vX]]]
`2im`M MTX+QM+�i2M�i2UUm- pVV

(9), +H�bb hQ`+?.22TL2m`�H*H�bbB7B2`UhQ`+?a?�HHQrL2m`�H*H�bbB7B2`V,
/27 nnBMBinnUb2H7- /`QTQminT`Q#4yXd-   #�b2nFr�`;bV,

b2H7X/`QTQminT`Q# 4 /`QTQminT`Q#
bmT2`UVXnnBMBinnU  #�b2nFr�`;bV

/27 #mBH/n;`�T?Ub2H7V,
]]]�/�Ti i?2 7QHHQrBM; M2irQ`F iQ BM+Hm/2 �M �//BiBQM�H ?B//2M
H�v2` rBi? /`QTQmi `2;mH�`Bx�iBQM �TTHB2/ iQ BiX]]]
`2im`M MMXa2[m2MiB�HU

MMXGBM2�`Ub2H7XBMTmin/BK- b2H7X?B//2Mn/BKV-
b2H7X?B//2Mn�+iBp�iBQM-
MMXGBM2�`Ub2H7X?B//2Mn/BK- b2H7XMn+H�bb2bnVV

R
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Assign/Bake-off: Contextual color describers

Context Utterance

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

xxxx xxxx xxxx The darker blue one

xxxx xxxx xxxx dull pink not the super
bright one

xxxx xxxx xxxx Purple

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue
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Assign/Bake-off: Contextual color describers

DecoderEncoder

target light<s> blue

x1 x37 x11

h1 h2 h3

w2 w3 w4

distractordistractor
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Wrap-up

1. This is the most exciting moment ever in history for
doing NLU!

2. This course will give you hands-on experience with a
wide range of challenging NLU problems.

3. A mentor from the teaching team will guide you through
the project assignments – there are many examples of
these projects becoming important publications.

4. Central goal: to make you the best – most insightful and
responsible – NLU researcher and practitioner wherever
you go next.

Thanks!
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